
Computer Science 1 – Program 5 
Closest Birthday (Sorting) 

Assigned: 11/3/10 
Due:  11/17/10 (Wednesday) at 11:55pm (WebCourses time) 

 
 
The Problem 
It’s the first day of class and you are barely awake. You are hoping to snooze through a typical 
syllabus day when your new teacher commands you to get up and find the person in the room 
with the closest birthday to yours. Luckily, you’ve taken AP Computer Science already and 
realize that the key to solving the problem is to sort EVERYONE by their birthday, and then 
simply look directly to the left and right of you (the birthday that occurs immediately before and 
after yours) and see which of the two is closer. If you on the end of the list, you have to check 
with the person at the beginning and vice versa. 
 
In order to solve this problem, you’ll get several different classes from an input file. Each class 
will have several queries. You are required to implement either Merge Sort of Quick Sort in the 
solution of your assignment. 
 
 
Input File Specification (input.txt) 
You will read in input from a file, "input.txt". The name MUST BE “input.txt”.  Have this 
AUTOMATED.  Do not ask the user to enter “input.txt”.  You should read in this automatically.  
(This will expedite the grading process.) 
 
The input file has a single positive integer, n, on its first line, specifying the number of classes in 
the input file. 
 
The first line of each input file will have a single positive integer k (k < 1001), representing the 
number of students in the class. The next k lines will have information about each student. Each 
line will have the following information separated by spaces: first name, last name, month, day 
and year of birth. All names will only contain uppercase alphabetic characters and be no longer 
than 29 characters long. The month will be represented in its full spelling, in uppercase letters. 
The day and year will be the appropriate integers. You are guaranteed that all of this information 
is valid. (Thus, no April 31st will appear, etc.) It is also guaranteed that each full name will be 
unique. (Namely, no two people in a class will have the exact same first AND last name.) 
 
Following those k lines will be a line containing a single positive integer m (m < k), representing 
the number of queries for that class. The following m lines will contain the first and last name 
(separated by a space) of the student in question. (Your goal will be to find the name of the 
student with the closest birthday to the queried student.) 
 
 
 
 



Output Specification 
***NOTE***:  You should generate your output to a FILE that you will call “out.txt”. 
For each input class, print out a header with the following format: 
 
Class #c: 
 
where c represents the day of the simulation (1 ≤ c ≤ n). 
 
Follow this with a blank line. 
 
The following k lines will answer the queries for that class in the order they were given. For each 
of these queries, output a single line with the following format: 
 
FIRST2 LAST2 has the closest birthday to FIRST LAST. 
 
where FIRST LAST is the name of the queried student and FIRST2 LAST2 is the name of the 
student with the closest birthday to FIRST LAST. 
 
To avoid ambiguity, sort the students in the following manner: 
 
1) By birthdate, ignoring the year. 
2) To break ties between students with the same exact birthdate, use last name as compared by 
the strcmp function. 
3) To break ties where both #1 and #2 are the same, use the first name, which in these cases, is 
guaranteed to be different. 
 
To further avoid ambiguity, if both the person who appears right before and right after the 
queried person are the same number of days away (in birthday) as the queried person, always 
choose the first who comes AFTER the queried person in the array. Note: for these purposes, 
February 29th won’t count as an actual day, unless someone in the class has that birthday. For 
example, if the queried person’s birthday is March 1st, the person right before her has a February 
28th birthday and the person right after her as a March 3rd birthday, then the person with the 
February 28th birthday is considered the closest (1 day way) as compared to the March 3rd 
birthday (2 days away). BUT, if there IS a February 29th birthday in the class, then that does 
count as a day. 
 
Put a blank line between the output for each case. 
 
***WARNING*** 
Your program MUST adhere to this EXACT format (spacing capitalization, use of dollar signs, 
periods, punctuation, etc).  The graders will use very large input files, resulting in very large 
output files.  As such, the graders will use text comparison programs to compare your output to 
the correct output.  If, for example, you have two spaces between in the output when there should 
be only one space, this will show up as an error even through you may have the program correct.  
You WILL get points off if this is the case, which is why this is being explained in detail.  
Minimum deduction will be 10% of the grade, as the graders will be forced to go to text editing 
of your program in order to give you an accurate grade. 



Implementation Restrictions 
You must store all the relevant information about a student in an appropriate struct. You must 
implement either Merge Sort or Quick Sort. You must follow all the tie-breaking procedures 
described above. 
 
 
Sample Input File 
2 
3 
SAM MALONE MAY 3 1961 
DIANE CHAMBERS AUGUST 16 1970 
NORM PETERSON DECEMBER 12 1955 
2 
SAM MALONE 
NORM PETERSON 
4 
DAN MARINO SEPTEMBER 15 1961 
JOHN ELWAY JUNE 28 1960 
JOE MONTANA JUNE 11 1956 
DAN FOUTS JUNE 10 1951 
1 
JOE MONTANA  
 
 
Sample Output  
PAY ATTENTION TO THE EXACT FORMAT (SPACING, PUNCUATION, ETC.) 
Class #1: 
 
DIANE CHAMBERS has the closest birthday to SAM MALONE. 
DIANE CHAMBERS has the closest birthday to NORM PETERSON. 
 
Class #2: 
 
DAN FOUTS has the closest birthday to JOE MONTANA. 
 
 
Deliverables 
Turn in a single file, birthday.c, over WebCourses that solves the specified problem. Make sure 
to include ample comments and use good programming style, on top of the requirements that are 
given in the program description above.  


